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FFBL: Risks to the turnaround story


We revise our estimates for Fauji Fertilizer Bin Qasim Ltd (FFBL), incorporating the recent
right issue (post right TP: PkR25.7/sh). FFBL witnessed a turnaround in terms of 3QCY20
NPAT (PkR3.3bn; EPS: PkR3.54) vs NLAT of PKR1.2bn (LPS: PkR1.24) in 2QCY20. A mix of
uptrend in DAP price as well as volumetric offtake, lower finance cost, GIDC elimination
and dividend income, led to the bottomline in green.



Positive developments namely, (i) extension in GIDC payment timeline and (ii) potential
sell-off of its stake in wind power project (PkR8.6bn), could result in improved liquidity
(GIDC payment net of cash is PkR14bn, vs. right issue + sell off of wind projects
PkR13.6bn).



However, downside risks including: (i) further loans to loss making food ventures and, (ii)
budgetary measure of 10% expense disallowance w.e.f Oct’20, may keep price performance in check. To emphasize, the latter has the potential to erode 40% of our CY21F
NPAT, even if EFERT and FFC decide to pass-on the impact to end consumers in terms of a
PkR45-50/bag urea price hike (see table below).



While we have not incorporated the aforementioned risk in our estimates, this could be a
potential dampener for an otherwise turnaround story. The recent correction has opened
valuation upside, however, we advise investors to maintain a cautious stance based on
potential sector developments.

Result Review: We revise our estimates for Fauji Fertilizer Bin Qasim Ltd (FFBL), incorporating
the recent right issue. FFBL witnessed a turnaround in 3QCY20, with NPAT of PkR3.3bn (EPS:
PkR3.54), as opposed to a loss of PkR1.2bn (LPS: PkR1.24) in 2QCY20. This takes 9MCY20 NLAT
to PkR901mn (LPS: PkR0.97), vs PkR2.4bn (LPS: PkR2.59) in the same period last year. Barring
the impact of other income, core earnings were at PkR1.22/sh vs. core loss of PkR2.49/2.37 per
share in 2QCY20/3QCY19. The turnaround in core earnings is on the back of (i) 14/65% YoY/QoQ
increase in topline, courtesy 22/115% YoY/QoQ uptick in DAP offtake, (ii) 5.4/3.0 ppt YoY/QoQ
increase in GMs to 15.7%, courtesy DAP price hike and GIDC elimination in Jan’20 and (iii)
43/33% YoY/QoQ decline in finance cost, amid decline in interest rates. In 9MCY20, 2.4xYoY
higher other expenses (impairment charges of PkR1.1bn on FML) overshadowed improvement
in core business dynamics, keeping the bottomline in red for the period.
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FFBL: Valuation Glance
Key metrics
EPS (PkR)
EPS Growth
PER(x)
BVS (PkR)
P/BVS(x)
ROE
ROA

CY19
CY20F CY21F CY22F
(4.59)
0.57
2.40
1.76
-512.2%
n.a
429.5% -26.7%
(4.73)
47.74
9.02
12.30
5.29
9.62
12.02 13.78
4.09
2.25
1.80
1.57
-57.1% 6.1%
22.2% 13.7%
-6.9%
0.7%
3.5%
2.6%
Source: Company reports & AKD Research

Extension in GIDC payment timeline provides a breather: The extension of 3 years for GIDC
payments with 60 installments to be paid over 5 years vs. 24 installments over 2 years as per
initial SC decision, shall be favorable for FFBL which has cash to cover ~40% of GIDC payment as
per latest financials (PkR8bn vs. GIDC payment of PkR22bn). As per our initial working, FFBL
would have witnessed a shortfall of PkR4bn per annum for meeting net cash burden based on
expected CFO in CY21 (per annum CFO is PkR3bn on average vs. per annum GIDC payment of
approx. PkR7bn). The company has recently issued 38.3% right to raise PkR5.0bn. To add, MARI
has also expressed interest in acquisition of majority shares in wind power projects. FFBL has
35% stake in Foundation Wind Energy I & II each, where we value the FFBL’s stake in the projects at PkR8.7bn (PV of ROE). If the transaction goes through, FFBL may be in a comfortable
position in terms of liquidity (right issue of PkR5bn + FEW transaction of PkR8bn) despite GIDC
payment (PkR14bn, net of existing cash balance). The FEW I & II sell-off may also result in onetime positive EPS impact of PkR1.27.
Downside risks may negate recent tailwinds: FFBL is considering to extend a loan of PkR3.5bn
to FFL which may be converted to fully paid-up ordinary shares of corresponding value, issued
by FFL to FFBL (PkR2.6bn loan extended to FFL was converted to paid-up ordinary shares in
3QCY20). To recall, FFL and FML cumulatively contributed a loss of PkR2.6bn to FFBL’s consolidated bottomline in 9MCY20. The loss making food ventures may continue to be a drain on
FFBL’s cashflows, negating the excitement of turnaround on core earnings basis. Furthermore,
GoP’s announced budgetary measure of 10% expense disallowance on sale to unregistered deal-
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ers may also potentially result in a negative EPS impact of PkR1.86 (assuming 100% sales to unregistered dealers) for FFBL. The per bag impact of the aforementioned budgetary measure is
PkR45-50/bag for both EFERT and FFC, but much higher for FFBL. FFBL may have to witness a
negative NPAT impact of PkR1.1bn (~40% of CY21F NPAT), as per our back of the envelop calculations (refer to the table below) if budgetary impact is partially passed on.
FFBL may struggle to pass-on the impact of 10% expense disallowance
(PkRmn)
CY20F COGS
% of sale to unregistered persons
COGS - unregistered sale
Expense deduction disallowed (PkRmn)
Tax Rate
Impact on NPAT
EPS impact
Urea offtake (MT)
Per bag impact

EFERT
68,000
100%
68,000
6,800
29%
1,972
1.48
1,900,000
52

FFC
75,000
100%
75,000
7,500
29%
2,175
1.71
2,450,000
44

FFBL
60,000
100%
60,000
6,000
29%
1,740
1.86
600,000
145

FATIMA
23,000
100%
23,000
2,300
29%
667
0.32
500,000
67
Source: AKD Research
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